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The following were also key staff involved, who managed technical teams of internal staff and external consultants
numbering approximately 60 individuals to deliver an integrated array of IT systems for the new contact centre:
Liz Delaney, IT Project Manager
Mike Taylor, Project Design Manager
Shelley Willson, One-stop Shop Project Manager
Objective of the Project/Service
In January 2003 the University of Manchester opened the new Student Services Centre (SSC) to serve its 24,000 existing
students. This project (the 'One-Stop-Shop' project) used business process re-engineering techniques to merge processes and
staff from five different central administrative offices into a new organisation of 35 staff. The SSC was established as a
single central customer contact centre for students using the latest customer relationship management (CRM) and call centre
technology.
The objectives were:
•
to offer students a single high-tech point of contact for all their administrative transactions
•
to alter, enhance and streamline business processes
•
to significantly improve service quality to the student customer
•
to provide opportunities for increased professionalism and job satisfaction for staff
The SSC offers a five-channel customer contact centre with a walk-in service into a newly customised building as well as
virtual services through the telephone call centre, the web, e-mail, and scanned-in post/fax transactions. All channels are
managed in an integrated manner using an array of CRM technologies using call-to-resolution service requests, systems
integration, portal services, workflow, and electronic document management (see Appendix A).
This submission for the EUNIS Elite Award of Excellence is therefore for the highly innovative IT infrastructure
implemented to support the SSC. There are significant elements of systems integration, self-service facilities, and business
management improvements in this implementation.
Description of the Project/Service
Overview of the IT infrastructure
Firstly, the IT solution directly enables SSC staff to assist the student customer over the two live channels which are the faceto-face and telephone queries. The solution is built using Oracle CRM 11i consisting of CRM Foundation, Teleservice and
Interaction Centre & Scripting modules. This facilitates the recording of all interactions originating from web, phone and
face-to-face channels; processes tasks; processes service requests including e-mail notification via workflow and step-bystep scripting which enables consistent customer service. The Oracle workflow process is used to manage various processes
within the SSC.

Per-second statistics are recorded on all transactions identifying such patterns as peaks and troughs, turnaround times and
maintenance of SLAs with students, popular channels of interactions, etc. This greatly assists with human resource
management in terms of allocating staff to the correct channels for the correct types of query given the time of
day/week/year.
Essential to ensuring the phone channel operates efficiently is the telephony system- Siemens Hicom 300 E CS, by
configuring the Automatic Call Distribution System and the set-up of Flex Routing we can manage the incoming calls
effectively.
The Business View Observer is a GUI MS Windows based software tool which allows the monitoring of real time activity of
the call centre. As a productivity tool it presents a complete picture of the call centre so that activity can be optimised and
addressed quickly, by setting thresholds in line with pre-determined SLAs. For example, when the threshold is breached for
'number of calls in queue' an alarm is triggered on the BVO and then a decision can be made by the Teamleader to deal with
this level of activity by using ‘overflow’ agents. Business View Composer, which also resides on the Teamleader’s
workstation provides a simple & intuitive means to do ACD system administration, configuration & historical reporting.
Lastly, other assisting technology includes the Livelink electronic document management system, which provides part of
each student's record. All paper records such as registration forms and LEA/student correspondence are scanned into this
system, and correspondence sent out to the student is recorded onto it automatically. This eliminates paper systems and
speeds up the process to ensure a professional service.
Specifically, the features of the IT infrastructure for the Student Services Centre can be categorised as follows:
Business Process Re-engineering (BPR)
The One-Stop-Shop project began with a four-month, major process analysis and mapping exercise involving both external
consultants and internal business process re-engineering teams. These processes were streamlined and re-engineered, and
only after this stage were the technical solutions such as workflow modelled and the appropriate systems procured.
Examples of business process improvements include:
-

Transformation of tasks from staff-completion to student web self-service
Ability for students to track progress of requests via CRM portal
Step-change in sophistication of telephone call handling through establishment of new call centre and use of
industry-standard call centre technology
Integration of systems to provide summary information to staff, e.g. total debt position of student relative to
university as a whole
Extensive use of electronic workflow to process tasks regardless of the channel they originated from
Use of electronic document management to scan in and retrieve paper records in order to provide a better audit trail
and speed-up service to students by providing all information to the adviser on-screen.

-

Systems Integration
The systems integration included the close coupling of the Student Record System to CRM 11i & Oracle 9iAS Portal, CRM
11i to Oracle 9iAS Portal, Oracle 9iAS Portal to LDAP.
The applications interact through the use of bespoke intermediary tables and stored procedures in the Oracle CRM database
schema.
For authentication purposes the student record number is the unique identifier as it is available in all systems. Via the Single
Sign-On component of Oracle 9iAS integration between Portal & LDAP occurs which allows a query against the LDAP
directory to retrieve the encrypted record, then decrypts the record and allows secure access into the SSC Portal.
The major benefit to staff working in the Centre is the provision through CRM technology of an instantly-available, single
interface, with relevant, up-to-date information about the student, which is used when serving the student customer via any of
the contact channels (e.g. telephone, face-to-face etc). This has empowered staff to give a comprehensive and professional
service.
Self-Service
Oracle 9iAS Portal is employed to give students a range of innovative types of secure and authenticated web self-services.
These include:
-

self-assessment using branching logic for service eligibility (e.g. for financial awards)
distribution of personalised information (e.g. exam timetables)
the ability to carry out transactions directly on the web by initiating a service request (request a document e.g.
Council Tax Exemption Form)
the ability to track the progress of these service requests on the web regardless of the type of channel used to
originate them
the ability to change information such as term-time address, which writes directly back to the MIS systems.
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Innovation and Leadership
The University of Manchester benchmarked a number of other universities around the world as well as commercial
organisations (banks, supermarkets and call centres) in order to develop its own unique ‘Manchester’ vision of the One-StopShop. The approach developed has not been found elsewhere in its scope and ambition in UK higher education, and as a
result its establishment has generated significant interest.
The Student Services Centre was highlighted in the Government's White Paper on the Future of Higher Education (CM5735,
para 6.11, p. 71, published in January 2003) as an example of innovation and good practice. Visitors to the new Centre have
already included senior managers of a number of universities from around the UK and abroad.
Benefits of the New Service
The Student Services Centre (SSC) was established with one over-riding aim – to improve the service the University’s
Central Administration provides to its students. What is the evidence that this aim has been achieved?
In order to answer this question we asked the students themselves. After six months of continuous operation a web survey
was conducted, and 72% of respondents rated the new service as
•
‘good’
•
‘very good’ or
•
‘excellent’.
Some of the comments given included:
•
‘very efficient’
•
‘very modern and organised’
•
‘very professional’
•
‘very swift and efficient service’
as well as
•
‘was dealt with right away and staff were very helpful’
•
‘it’s good having one place where so much can be sorted out’
•
‘it gives students confidence that if they have any difficulties there is a specific place that can deal with their
problems efficiently’ and
•
‘it was a pleasure doing business with you’.
Mentioned again and again to us as a huge benefit is the fact that we now have just one single point of contact for students
when they need to interact with the Central Administration of the University, whereas previously students had to visit a
variety of different offices spread throughout a large and confusing administrative building.
Academic staff visiting the Centre have a dedicated reception area, which ensures they are seen quickly. Staff in departments
are finding it much simpler to advise their students on where they need to go to get things done – the SSC.
A major benefit for staff who work in the Centre is the increase in the level of professional service we are able to offer. The
CRM system allows us to bring up instantly a student’s University record and the history of all their previous contacts with
the Centre. So whether we are dealing with the student face-to-face or over the phone the member of staff has confidence in
talking to the student knowing that the full, detailed record is always going to be available. A major benefit for the student of
course is that they don’t have to explain their circumstances to someone for the umpteenth time!
Our web survey revealed that 94% of respondents had previously used the portal service. 77% of respondents felt that the
portal was ‘useful’ or ‘very useful’. 80% felt that the services provided via the portal were ‘easy’ or ‘very easy’ to access and
96% said they would use the web portal again. The most popular services that are provided by the SSC (see Appendix D for
further details) are now delivered by the Student Portal.
All students are now provided with their personal, individualised examination timetables via the portal. Instead of producing
nearly 15,000 timetables on paper, and sorting and distributing these to academic departments to issue, in turn, to their
students, simple downloading and printing-off provides the student with everything they need. On the first occasion of
moving over to this new system no problems were encountered. Students are very pleased with this new, simpler service
from the Centre’s Exams Team.
Students are able to log requests over the portal for academic transcripts, confirmation of award certificates, Council Tax
exemption certificates, and other documents. The portal allows them to track the progress of their request, so they know when
to expect delivery of what they have asked for. Students can complete certain routine tasks themselves and this has benefits
for the University in terms of saving staff time, and obviating the need to reconcile updated data on different systems
elsewhere in the Central Administration or in academic departments.
Previously unknown (or not widely-known) information about financial support and scholarships for students is now
available from the Student Portal. This enables a student to carry out self assessment on-line in order to establish which
awards they may be eligible for. This has resulted in a very large increase in applications for awards, with a consequent
increase in awards made. What this means is that money available but which previously was lying dormant, is now in the
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hands of the University’s students supporting them through their degree programmes. This is clear evidence of the benefit of
using this method of publicising information.
We are keen to make further improvements wherever we can, including the recent upgrade of the telephone system which
now enables calls to be automatically routed to the appropriate teams. The CRM system, which logs all contacts with the
Centre, enables us to produce statistics on the level of our activity and when this occurs (time of day, day of week, particular
weeks of the year etc). These statistics can then be used to adjust our service provision to match student demand. We have
also recently (February 2004) initiated a new student survey, and we will be using the results of this, along with the CRM
statistics, to review the longer-term nature and level of our on-going service provision.
Supporting Documentation about the Project/Service
Appendix A
– Oracle CRM 11i screenshot
– Oracle 9iAS Portal screenshots
– Electronic Document Management screenshots
– Siemens Hicom BVO/BVC software tool screenshots
Appendix B
– Photograph of SSC front-of-house student reception area
Appendix C
– Student Portal: Types of Request
Appendix D
– Top 20 Student Services
Appendix A
Oracle CRM 11i (CRM Work Queue)
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SSC Portal utilising Oracle 9iAS Portal technology
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EDM in the Student Services Centre
University of Manchester
This guide will follow the scanning of those volume documents such as registration forms and also miscellaneous documents
received by the SSC at the University of Manchester
Volume or Production scanning
Eg. Student Registration Forms
Scanning Software: Ascent Capture V5.5
Sample screenshot showing UOM student registration form scanned at 150 DPI. Student Details have been removed
intentionally for Data Protection reasons.
With Documents originating in house a bar code has been added under the registration number. This has been designed to
increase the accuracy of identifying students first time when being processed in a fast moving scanning process such as
during the two week registration period.

Zonal Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is used to ‘capture’ the student registration number which will subsequently be
used to identify or ‘index’ the student document. The use of Barcodes enables an accuracy rate of around 98-99% first time
recognition. A database lookup is used to confirm the student identity pre processing.

Following validation the image will then be ‘released’ into Livelink and filed against the student unique registration number.
•
•

Since August there have been over 40,000 documents scanned and released into Livelink.
The scanners used in the ‘back of house’ volume processes will scan approximately 40 pages per minute,
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•
•
•

Completed documents are released into Livelink at the rate of approximately 8 documents per minute. In a single
working day therefore some 3360 documents can be processed working on a seven-hour working day.
Pre processing validation is used to minimise errors
Recall time of documents within Livelink is timed at approximately 3 seconds from entering student details

Siemens Hicom ACD monitoring tool – Business View Observer
This software enables the Team Managers to monitor the incoming calls and the service being provided.

Appendix B
Student visitors to the Centre are seen
personally by a member of staff who has
instant access on screen to that student's full
record. This includes the history of all their
previous contacts (by whatever means) with the
Centre.

Students coming to the Centre's front-ofhouse reception area can now get all their
administrative tasks done in one place, at
one time. The reception area for students
is spacious and welcoming.
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Appendix C
Student Portal Types of Request
(August 2003 - October 2003)
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Appendix D
Top 20 Student Services
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